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Is it still a “conspiracy theory” if a world leader says it openly?
We are told that if we say that the elites are calling for a “New World
Order” or a “Great Reset” or want to “Build Back Better” it’s a tinfoil hat
conspiracy theory — even when politicians and global “influencers” all
say it openly.
In his keynote speech at the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC)
forum on Friday, French President Emmanuel Macron called for “a single
global order” as tensions rise between the United States and China.
He used the analogy of the world as a jungle with the U.S. and China as
two big elephants” and called for “a lot of other animals” to cooperate
rather than choosing sides between two superpowers.
Macron made the plea in his keynote speech, “Navigating a Turbulent
World”, for the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation CEO Summit at the
Athenee Hotel in Bangkok, reported The Nation Thailand.
“Are you on the US or the China side?” was the question asked, said
Macron, who added, “But we need a single global order.”Macron described
the current world order as “a jungle”, posing the US and China as “two big
elephants, trying to become more and more nervous,” reported The Nation
Thailand.
The French leader urged the “cooperation of a lot of other animals” and

calls for a single world order.
Source: AustralianNews.net
Macron said that the world is facing a “turning point” over three things
— the Russia-Ukraine war, climate change, and the confrontation of
superpowers. He added that these are also the things that are currently
undermining global order, trade, and investment.
Countries must re-establish international rules and multilateralism in
order to maintain global peace and stability, he told the CEO summit,
reported The Nation Thailand.
To avoid new conflicts, it was imperative to establish a new equilibrium
and stability at the regional level, he said.
“A dynamic balance is the best way for nations to avoid being forced to
choose between superpowers. Countries have to pursue inclusive,
sustainable development to address inequality and instability,” he said.
“You compete, all of us want to win. But you have to respect the
sovereignty of the other one.”He also told business leaders at the summit
that capitalism’s DNA must be recalibrated to make global trade and
development more inclusive, equal, and sustainable, reported The Nation
Thailand.
Source: AustralianNews.net
Macron actually says that “capitalism’s DNA must be recalibrated” to
make trade and development more inclusive.
Wow. That must mean that other places can make champagne now and
not limit it to the Champagne region of France. Maybe let the Maori
tribes in New Zealand have a go at it! After all, you wouldn’t want to be a
bigot, right?
This call for “a single global order” sounds a lot like what eccentric rich
guy, Klaus Schwab — who looks like a real-life Bond villain with his
turtle-like appearance and weird costumes — has been saying at his
fancypants elitist organization, World Economic Forum.
A single, global order, eh?
How’s that going to work, exactly?

Well, the “elites” literally make advertisements about it.
The annual gathering of the World Economic Forum in Davos,
Switzerland is where the elites gather and decide how the world should
be run because they’re the “important” people. Besides the talks and
hobnobbing, there are also hands-on events like the one a few years ago
where the elites like billionaire Richard Branson could playact as
“refugees.”
But really, it’s to rub shoulders with each other, enjoy the Alpine resort
town of Davos, and live large while decrying how the “poors” need to cut
back — for the good of the planet, of course.
A key feature of this is Schwab, who brags about “penetrating cabinets”
— like the one in Canada led by WEF Poster Boy, Justin Trudeau — with
Schwab Mini-Mes that the organization calls Young Global Leaders.
Here is Lames Lindsey explaining how the Neo-Marxist “Great Reset”
might be implemented.
But why should we trust these world leaders and elites?
And who are they – to insist that the Progressive/Leftist/Woke/NeoMarxist (or whatever you want to call it) view is the correct one?
They can’t even keep their own crap together.
Here is the Newest Villain that the woke mob has labeled as a “tHrEaT tO
dEmOcRaCy!”, Italian Prime Minister Giorgia Meloni pointing out the
Macon government’s absolutely disgusting abuses in Burkina Faso.
Shoot that straight into my veins.
No wonder the Left hates Meloni so much — she calls them out on their
B.S.
So, France is getting rich by exploiting Burkina Faso.
Macron’s calls for “a single global order” kinda falls flat after that
exposé, doesn’t it?

Giorgia Meloni is an absolute badass for pointing it out the leftist
hypocrisy.

